CALL FOR EXHIBITION
AND SPONSORSHIP

Debrecen, July 7-11, 2014.
http://www.nic2014.org/

Invitation
Nuclei in the Cosmos is the foremost bi-annual conference of nuclear physicists, astrophysicists,
cosmochemists, and others to survey the recent achievements in Nuclear Astrophysics.
As an interdisciplinary meeting it promotes mutual understanding and collaboration over fields
fundamental to solve a range of open questions, from the origin of the elements to stellar evolution.
Inherent part of the conference is a school devoted to students and young scientists where prominent
scientists introduce the field of nuclear astrophysics to the participants.
Conference Topics, among others:







Cosmology and big bang nucleosynthesis
Element production, stellar evolution and stellar explosions
Evidences of nucleosynthesis in stars and in presolar grains
Experiments in nuclear astrophysics
Nuclei far from stability
Nuclear theory in astrophysics

Previous editions of Nuclei in the Cosmos:













Cairns - Australia (2012)
Heidelberg - Germany (2010)
Mackinac Island - USA (2008)
CERN - Switzerland (2006)
Vancouver - Canada (2004)
Fuji-Yoshida - Japan (2002)
Aarhus - Denmark (2000)
Volos - Greece (1998)
Notre Dame - USA (1996)
Gran Sasso - Italy (1994)
Karlsruhe - Germany (1992)
Baden bei Wien - Austria (1990)

Zsolt Fülöp
Conference Chair
Director of
Institute for Nuclear Research,
Hungarian Academy of Sciences
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Diamond sponsorship package (top sponsorship*)











Exclusive main sponsor of the conference
placement of company banners or roll ups at the venue of the conference in the lecture
hall, exhibition and catering area (banner or roll ups are to be provided by the sponsor)
placement of the company logo and web banner on the website with internet link as a
diamond sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a diamond sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a diamond sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) on the cover of the programme booklet
12 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference bag (without limitation)
5 complimentary full registrations on the conference
* further options for company appearance can be discussed with the organisers

The package is available only one sponsor.
The price of the package is: 2,550,000 HUF+VAT (8500 EUR+VAT)

Platinum sponsorship package (Welcome reception – 6 July)










Exclusive sponsor of the welcome reception
placement of company banner or roll up at the venue of the reception (banner or roll ups
are to be provided by the sponsor)
placement of the company logo on the website with internet link as a platinum sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a platinum sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a platinum sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) in the programme booklet
8 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference bag
3 complimentary full registrations on the conference

The package is available only one sponsor.
The price of the package is: 1,500,000 HUF+VAT (5000 EUR+VAT)

Gold sponsorship package #1. (Conference bags/folders)










Exclusive sponsor of the conference bags/folders
placement of the company logo or name on the
conference bag/folder (monochrome)
placement of the company logo on the website with
internet link as a gold sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a gold sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a gold sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) in the programme booklet
6 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference folder
2 complimentary full registrations on the conference

The package is available only one sponsor.
The price of the package is: 1,020,000 HUF+VAT (3400 EUR+VAT)
(if the bags are provided by the organisers)
The price of the package is: 750,000 HUF+VAT (2500 EUR+VAT)
(if the bags are provided by the sponsor)
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Gold sponsorship package #2. (Conference badges)










Exclusive sponsor of the conference badges
placement of the company logo or name on the lanyard of the badge (monochrome)
placement of the company logo on the website with internet link as a gold sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a gold sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a gold sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) in the programme booklet
6 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference bag
2 complimentary full registrations on the conference

The package is available only one sponsor.
The price of the package is: 1,020,000 HUF+VAT (3400 EUR+VAT)
(if the badges are provided by the organisers)
The price of the package is: 750,000 HUF+VAT (2500 EUR+VAT)
(if the badges are provided by the sponsor)

Silver sponsorship package #1. (Conference notepads and pens)









Exclusive sponsor of the conference materials
placement of the company logo on the website with internet link as a silver sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a silver sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a silver sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) in the programme booklet
4 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference bag
1 complimentary full registration on the conference

The package is available only one sponsor.
The price of the package is: 600,000 HUF+VAT (2000 EUR+VAT)
(if the materials are provided by the organisers)
The price of the package is: 450,000 HUF+VAT (1500 EUR+VAT)
(if the materials are provided by the sponsor)
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Silver sponsorship package #2. (Coffee breaks)










Exclusive Sponsor of the coffee break on the selected day
placement of company banner or roll up at the venue of the coffee break (banner or roll up
are to be provided by the sponsor)
placement of the company logo on the website with internet link as a silver sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a silver sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a silver sponsor during the breaks
printed full page colour advertisement (size B5) in the programme booklet
4 m2 exhibition space (can be increased with surcharge)
flyer insert in the conference bag
1 complimentary full registration on the conference

The package is available for max. of 4 sponsors.
The price of the package is: 600,000 HUF+VAT (2000 EUR+VAT)

Bronze sponsorship package (General appearance)





placement of the company logo on the website with internet link as a bronze sponsor
placement of the company logo in the programme booklet as a bronze sponsor
display of the company logo in the lecture hall as a bronze sponsor during the breaks
flyer insert in the conference bag

The package is available for any companies without limitations!
The price of the package is: 300,000 HUF+VAT (1000 EUR+VAT)
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Individual workshops *
30 minutes 210,000 HUF (700 EUR)+VAT – during the lunch breaks
(The package is available for max. of 4 sponsors.)
* The programme should be previously approved by the organisers of the Conference.

Exhibition opportunities
In addition to the opportunities described above, certainly exhibition space is also offered for
interested companies. The organisers intend to hold an informal exhibition in the coffee break area
without building shell scheme exhibition booths. Exhibition space can be ordered by any company,
however, priority spaces have been reserved for sponsoring companies selecting any of the packages
above. The m2 space listed in the official packages can be increased with the payment of surcharge
and according to the conditions detailed below. The minimum unit space that can be ordered is 4 m2.

Rental fee of exhibition space

75,000 HUF (250 EUR) +VAT/m2

The exhibition unit space includes: the selected space, 1 table, 2 chairs, 1 waste paper bin, electrical
connection (230 V). The furniture can be adjusted in case of bigger stands. The published m2 rates
include the registration fee of one exhibitor on the stand. Further exhibitors should be registered;
the registration fees announced on the website are applicable:

http://www.nic2014.org/
Please, indicate the names of the participants on the application form. The exhibitor application form
should be sent to any of the contact addresses seen below, prior to 31 May 2014.
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Conditions of application and payment
In order to apply for one of the sponsorship packages listed in this booklet, please send your written
expression of intent indicating your preferred package to the Conference Secretariat not later than
31 May 2014. The content of the sponsorship packages are considered as an official offer on behalf
of the organisers. Accepting the offer in any written form (e-mail or application form) results a contract
between the parties. After receipt of your application, Diamond Congress Ltd. will sign a contract with
the sponsoring company. The sponsorship packages do not include VAT which is currently 27%. The
deadline of the payment of sponsorship, advertisement and exhibition fees is latest 15 June 2014.
The organisers reserve the right and the option to alter the content of the packages in the final
contract if this is in favour of mutual interest of the parties. Cancellation is not possible from the
side of the sponsor, after having sent the expression of intent, as the service (communication
towards the participants) is started by the organisers immediately. Cancellation of sponsorship is
possible only in case the organiser of the conference does not perform the services listed in the offers
due to its own fault. In case the sponsoring package is already booked by another company, the
organiser should inform the sponsor immediately and may offer another package to the sponsor.
In case of exhibition space order, the stand place cannot be occupied by the exhibitor unless the
full price of the stand is paid until 15 June. Cancellation of the exhibition space can be made in
writing, prior to 15 June 2014. After this date the full price of the exhibition space should be paid.

Advertisement opportunities
Full page colour advertisement in the programme booklet in B5 size
Full page BW advertisement in the programme booklet in B5 size
Flyer insert in the conference bag (maximum A4 size)

84,000 HUF (280 EUR)+VAT
40,000 HUF (140 EUR)+VAT
42,000 HUF (140 EUR)+VAT

The advertisement possibilities are available for all companies without any limitations.

Application, contact address
Diamond Congress Kft.
Contact person: Attila Varga
1255 Budapest, PO Box. 48.
Tel.: +36 1 225 0210, Fax: +36 1 201 2680
E-mail: diamond@diamond-congress.hu
http://www.diamond-congress.hu
http://www.nic2014.org
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